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ABSTRACT

\ly thesis traces the hi~torical and theoretil'al formation nf ~1

"Canadian" writing. Traditional1y, Canadian literature and the "Canadian

identity" have been studied thematically. For instance. our relationships to

wilderness. animals and geography (the inhospitable land). and the sense of

community that develops in reaction to these circumstances are themes which

have been examined exhaustivelv. In contrast. 1am theorizing how writing.. ~......

was practiced in seventeenth-. eighteenth- and nincteenth-century Canadian

exploration narratives. The main chapters of this thc!lis arc separated hy

shoner, more detailed. analyses of visual works. including maps. engravings

from exploration books, and Frances Anne Hopkins's voyageur paintings.

My explication of these pictures works dialectically with the longer chapler:,

on prose narratives to reveal different aspects of exploration's expansive

colonial discourse.

In chapter two I identify four distinct forms of writing, including

"writing as inscription," the physical act of inscribing on surfaces. These sur

faces include the North American landscape where territory is claimed in the

name of a sovereign and as an act of imperial expansion. I also discuss

writing's role as an agent of capitalism: it structures systems of exchange and

records the European's interventions into indigenous cultures. Writing is a

portable technology which the explorers use to transmit and store

information on the peoples and geographies of the newly found lands.

Chapter four discusses the early sea voyages of Thomas James (Till:.

Strange and Dangerous Voyage of Captain Thomas James and Luke Foxe

()SQoh-West FQx. or. Fox from the North-west Passage). Both men found an

inhospitable land barren Qf reSQurces which would not yield a North West

Passage. In chapter six Samuel Hearne's A Journey from Prince of Wales's

Fort in Hudson'~ Bay, .. tQ the Northern Ocean provides an exemplary

model for the role Qf commerce in the eighteenth century. Hearne's nar·
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rative is the most important and influential of the many first-person narra

tives written hy traders in the eig'llteenth and nineteenth centuries and his

geography is much more detailcd and cconomically productive than those of

James and Foxe hecause he explores for trade and mining purposes.

The thesis ends with a reading of the three Franklin expeditions.

Although the puhlished texts only detail the first two (Narrative of a Journev

to the Shores of the Polar Sea and Narrative of a Second Expeditioll to the

Shores of the Polm Sea). the loss of Franklin and his men with the third

expedition. and the enormous media interest in the subsequent searches for

their various "traces," demonstrates the entry of explorers into the "modern"

world of communications technologies. The contemporary image of Franklin

which has heen recuperated through forensic technology mirrors the tech

nology of writing discussed throughout the thesis. My analysis of exploration

narratives and the extensive role of writing throughout the colonizing of

Canada offers a valuable insight into our literary and cultural history.
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Chapter 1

The Canadian Landscape of Frances Anne Hopkins

I CaDre Manned By Voyageurs Passing a Waterfall

The painting is called Canoe Manned by Voyageurs Passing a

Waterfall and it is painted by Frances Anne Hopkins (1838-1919). In

Hopkins's art the mythology of the voyageur is produced through a com

bination of aesthetic and economic structures. Many of her paintings

aniculate colonial and mercantile relationships between England and

Canada and they display some of the themes I will be discussing throughout

this thesis. Hopkins lived in Canada for 12 years, from 1858 to 1870, during

which time her husband, Edward Hopkins. was employed by the Hudson's

Bay Company, first as secretary to George Simpson, Governor of Rupert'S

Land. When Governor Simpson died in 1860, and the administrative offices

of the Hudson's Bay Company in Lachine were moved to Montreal, Edward

was made Chief Factor in control of this vast territory. In these 12 years

Frances raised a family, accompanied her hu~band on some of his business

trips, and filled several books with sketches and watercolours, many of which

she would later develop into large scale oil paintings. Frances Anne Hopkins,

then, lived and painted at the very centre of colonial power, under the cor

porate protection of the Hudson's Bay Company: the land's economy is

therefore essential to her artistic production.

The uniqueness of Hopkins's position can be appreciated by com·

paring her with a contemporary painter like Paul Kane who, in 1859, pub

lished his Wanderings of an Artjst Among the Indians of North

Amerjca",through the Hudson's Bay Company's Territory and Back Again.
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Kane was more conscicusly a commercial painter, who produced a hook

(although his role as the book's author is questionable ),1 and so he travelled

specifically with publication in mind. Kane painted for the purpose of selling

and making a living at it. with the marketplace always a concern which

explains why he painted so many portraits: they sold well.2 Furthermore. as

a man, he was free~ a "wandering mist" and. as his title states, travd ill
and Qut Qf the realm of the Hudson's Bay Company. The works of Frances

Anne HQpkins, Qn the other hand, depict landscapes within the economic

sphere of the "Company." hence the predominance of voyageurs and the

voyageur life within her paintings: these employees were her primary means

of travel on the trips she took away from Lachine and Montreal. We can see,

then, that her paintings and sketches depicting the vast "Canadian panorama"

are in fact a highly selective view of the country and are structured by a set of

more or less linear fur trade routes. Her subject position as a woman is

cenainly confining, yet she had a unique access to geographic sites ' ....ithin the

structure of the fur trade.

As Canoe Manned by VQyageurs Passing a Waterfall demonstrates,

while the Canadian landscape gives Hopkins's paintings a unique back

ground, her primary subject matter is the activities of the people who travel

through the geography. The canoe is almost completely centered in the

frame and that centrality, combined with the allure of the colour which con

trasts with the grayness of the background, dominates the picture. In a sense,

the painting is not a landscape because its primary subjects are the people

who travel through this scene. and by so doing articulate their own culture

over top of "nature."3 The painting's central theme is articulated by the

1 "What is certain is that Kane could not have mastered enough style
to produce even the second-stage (journal) or the third-stage (draft manu
script for a book) text, let alone author the book himself." (MacLaren,
"Evolution of the Author" 58).

2 These facts are culled from 1.5. Maclaren's paper. ''The Metamor
phosis of Travellers into Published Authors: the Case of Paul Kane."

3 Janet Clark makes a similar point when she writes, referring to the
painting Timber Raft, 'The painting is not quite 'pure' landscape: the human
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canoe as it transports a microcosm of society through the wildt:rness thus

reforming the landscape itself into a passive canvas and demonstrating

several effects of culture on nature.

One may first notice the painting's background as being gray and

somewhat indistinct. The background colour also ranges from a light

brown/gray to a dark, almost black shading. This change of illumination

metaphorizes the canoe's journey, from the light of civilization to the

darkness of the new world, but the possibility of discovery exists in this

darkness. Therefore, the idea of discovery is presented as a process of

forcing the light in1n what is dark and blank; knowledge always comes from

behind, from where culture predominates, and this perspective diminishes

the expectation that knowledge can emanate from the new lands themselves.

The canoe's direction (from left to right) is also the direction of writing and

reading (in European cuJtures); therefore, it echoes the literal readerly and

writerly process of inscribing and interpreting the landscape as text.

Over time, the river has cut its way through the indeterminately·

coloured rock of the Canadian shield, representing a "natural" articulation of

the space of landscape. By travelling from light into darkness, the canoe

duplicates the journey of the river, but because of its technology it is faster

and separate from "nature" over which it travels. The canoe is both in and

out of nature: jn nature, because the birch bark of its construction grows from

the ground and is a natural part of the forest. This is important because the

native inventors of the technology often built canoes for convenience when a

particular river or lake needed to be traversed. Afterwards, the canoe couJd

be abandoned on the other side, either to be reused on the return trip or to

decompose into the ground of its origin.4 It is out of nature because, as a

element is consistently interjected into Hopkins' work, whether it be men
working on a timber raft, a figure contemplating the landscape, or simply a
winding road" ("Hopkins," 19).

4 In Hearne's Journey ... to the Northern Ocean many canoes are
built and and then abandoned with seeming indifference on the part of his
native guides. In Franklin's Journey to the Polar Sea the expedition is almost
completely lost because canoes are destroyed (the starving voyageurs tire of
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technology. it is the product of an overt purpose and knowledge and pos

sesses a teleology; whether paddled or portaged. it articulates a necessary

cultural distance between its human cargo and the wilderness which is now

seen ~ anarchic and dangerous. The canoe's speed and. to a certain exTent.

direction. is also variable and dependent on the wishes and abilities of the

people within; this is quite different from the river which flows. naturally.

from the force of gravity. its path detennined by the resistance of the ground:

it also flows metaphorically, from the beginning of time. circulating the

moisture which sustains all forms of life and many forms of travel.

The voyageurs are the genetic and demographic result of the grafting

of European and North American cultures. They are also the result of the

economic system of the fur trade, existing first as middlemen who gradually

becoming integrated into the indigenous cultures. But they are separated

from those cultures, first by their economy. which makes them employees

and subject to a timetable. and second, by their improvements on the canoe

so that it becomes larger and sturdier. capable of surviving multiple trips.

The voyageurs adapted the technology of canoe traVf~1 for the rapid com

mercial transit of capitalism. The canoe is therefore less "natural" than one

might assume. its structure altered and revised by those who paddle it. The

main light falls on the canoe, giving it a sort of translucent, eidetic quality.

emphasizing its role as both boundary and mediator between nature and

culture.S

carrying them over tundra) without the technology available to construct
more.

S Of course, since the canoe was a central element of the fur trade. it
is also central to Hopkins' art. Of the thirteen colour plates in Frances Anne
Hopkins 1838-1919, only three do not contain a canoe. Robert Stacey: "All
Hopkin's major canvases, and many of her watercolours and drawings.
feature canoes and canoe travel, and none of these works could have been
conceived, much less completed, without the aid of the mode of
transportation she so faithfully delineated" ("Canoe-Eye-View," 45). And
one of these, IlParliament Buildings, Ottawa 1867," has a gentleman rowing a
lady in a boat which appears to be the "civilized" equivalent of a canoe; it is
wider bottomed and has a frilly canopy overhead to protect the occupants
from the elements. Significantly, it is chained to the shore so that they may












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































